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Race and Class in the Alabama Coal Fields
Daniel Letwin’s new book, e Challenge of Interracial Unionism, joins a growing list of recent works
which address in new and sophisticated ways the issues
of race and class consciousness in American labor history.[1] Letwin tackles a venerable subject in American
labor history: mining. e debates surrounding race
and the United Mine Workers were stimulated by Herbert Gutman’s noted 1968 essay. Gutman argued that the
United Mine Workers Union was a beacon of hope in the
rough sea of racism that was America in the Gilded Age.
e union developed an interracial philosophy that privileged class consciousness over race consciousness. e
core of his argument concerned the career of one black
UMW oﬃcial, Richard Davis.[2]
Twenty years aer Gutman’s essay ﬁrst appeared,
and three years aer his death, Herbert Hill wrote a
scathing rejoinder. Claiming that Gutman had romanticized the UMW, Hill argued that it was fundamentally racist, accepting black members but doing lile for
them.[3]
Letwin’s book is a full and careful study of this signiﬁcant and contested subject. Rather than simply reevaluating the source which both Gutman and Hill relied
upon, Letwin examined the lives, communities, and culture of black and white miners in the Southern ﬁelds. As
a result, Letwin rejects the views of both Gutman and
Hill, and instead oﬀers a third way to view the complex
relationship between race and class in Gilded Age and
Progressive Era America.
e central question for Letwin is “what was the degree of cooperation and mutual respect between black
and white miners” (p. 3)? He sees three interrelated
themes in the experiences of Alabama miners: an awareness that racial division worked against miners of both
races in dealing with mine operators; black and white
miners shared a common work culture and class identity; and lastly, the unions and community organiza-

tions held onto certain key aspects of white supremacy
as a means to inoculate themselves against the aacks of
white supremists.
e book can be neatly divided into three parts
eras, each with its own unique focus: Gilded Age, Progressive Era, and World War I. Politics played an important part for miners in the Gilded Age. Here we are
treated to a discussion of the history of greenbackism,
populism, the Knights of Labor, and the National Labor
Union in the coal camps of Alabama. In this section of the
book, Letwin connects politics and work culture much
like Leon Fink did in his work on the Knights. All of
these political
labor groups shared one key factor: they “kept alive
an ethos of labor mutuality that tested the dual traditions of employer paternalism and white supremacy” (p.
67). Like many other unions, the Knights died because
it failed to stay connected to the needs of rank-and-ﬁle
workers. It became too much of a political party and
functioned less and less as a union.
With the hardening of the Jim Crow system of segregation aer 1900, politics would provide less and less of
a solution. Prudently, the newly-formed UMW focused
almost entirely on work-related solutions. In an eﬀort
to hold together their fragile union, mine union oﬃcials
resisted eﬀorts to use race against them by denying that
they sought social equality for blacks. Letwin argues that
the UMW used white supremacy as a way to deﬂect criticism of the unions interracialism. us, both Hill and
Gutman were correct: the union was both racist and
supported interracialism. e UMW-led strikes in 1903
and again in 1908 demonstrate two things. One was the
strength of the operators to break the union. Even more
signiﬁcant, miners held onto their interracial strategies
even at the expense of losing the strike. Miners were
somehow diﬀerent. Unlike other white workers, white
miners did not abandon their black brothers for higher
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wages. Miners did not accept a two-tier, racially divided In this regard, Letwin has certainly followed Gutmans
work force.
style in telling lile stories, the small details that make
World War I brought yet another change. Two sig- social history come alive. e result is a well-told, comniﬁcant groups outside of the workplace entered into the plex history that deserves a wide reading.
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